REPUBLIC OF KENYA
IN THE TAX APPEALSTRIBUNAL
APPEAL NO.158 OF 2015
AWAL LIMITED

APPELlANT

VS
THE COMMISSIONER OF INVESTIGATIONS
AN D ENFORCEMENT

RESPONDENT

JUDGEMENT .."
BACKGROUND
1.
The Appellant

is a limited liabiliJV2c:;ompany registered in Kenya as an
import and export merchant' with two branches in Nairobi and
Mombasa.The Appellant stopped trading by the end of 2007 except
for residual business of collecting outstanding receivables. It used to
trade in foodstuffs, electrical items and tyres, .according to the profile
provided.
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Beirig dissatis'fjea by the Respondent's

action, the Appellant, together
with the said 'ot8'e.r companies, >proceeded to file a Judicial Review
application,
to wi(:;::Miscellaneous 'application number 944 of 2006 in
the High Court, Mornbasa on 4/10/2'006; for orders of prohibition
against the Respondent's
action.The said application was heard and
dismissed on 20/12/2007.
The Respondent
having
analyzed
the Applicant's
documents
established undisclosed income and on 17/1/2009, issued a notice of
demandfor VAT and Income Tax amounting to Ksh.205,097,857/=
and Ksh.562,986,918/=
respectively.

5.

On 18th January 2007 the Appellant objected
to the said tax
assessments despite the Respondent's
request to discuss the said
demands.
On 9/5/2007,
the Respondent
proceeded
to issue
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6.

On 16/5/2007, the Appellant responded stating that the information it
received from the Respondent in soft copy did not properly show the
computations. The Respondent having established there were no
proper reasons for objection proceeded to issue a confirmation notice
on 21/9/2007.

7.

On 30/10/2007, the Appellant lodged and filed Appeal No. 10 of
2007, before the then VAT Tribunal, (this Appeal) and before the
Respondent filing its Respond to the same, the Appellant proceeded
to file an Application for Judicial Review in the High Court at Nairobi,
in Miscellaneous H.C. Application No.1149 of 2007 on 8/11/2007, to
quash the said confirmation notice. The Application was heard and
dismissed.

APPELLANT'SARGUMENTS
8.
The Appellant contended that to effect amnesty, the Finance Act,
2004, amended various revenue statutes. For Income Tax Act, a new
Section to wit, Section 123A was introduced while for VAT, Section
14A was introduced to Cap 476 (now repealed). The Appellant
contended that the barring provision at Section 123A of the Income
Tax Act could not be applicable to the Value Added Tax Act. They
argued that the word 'any tax' therein can only be read in the context
of the Income Tax Act.
9.

The Appellant submitted that sometime in October 2004 it supplied
all the documents needed in their application for amnesty in relation
to the provisions of the tax amnesty contained in Section 123A of the
Income Tax Act namely:a) Letter dated October 2004 addressed to the Commissioner
applying for amnesty.
b) Amended returns and accounts for the year 2002 disclosing
previously undisclosed income with the resultant tax of
Ksh.1,373,864/=.
c) Amended returns and accounts for the year 2003 disclosing
hitherto undisclosed income with the resultant tax amount of
Ksh.215,354/=
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d) Tax computations showing the total tax payable on the amnesty
amounting to Ksh.1,589,039/= being the sum of Ksh.1,589,039/=
and Ksh.215,354/=
10.

The Respondent argued that by accepting the Appellant's cheque for
Ksh.1,589,039/= cashing it and crediting the same to the Appellant's
ledger, the Respondent had accepted the Appellant's amnesty
disclosure despite not issuing a letter to the Appellant confirming the
extent of the voluntary disclosure. The Appellant therefore argued
that the Respondent acted unlawfully by raising an assessment in
respect of the same years and same income which had been a subject
of the amnesty.

11.

The Appellant denied that the large amounts of deposits made by one
Mr. Abdulla, Abdul Rahim Omar, its employee into his personal
account were proceeds from the Appellant's sales. The Appellant
argued that the only connection between it and the said person is that
one of its directors issued a letter of introduction to him as an
employee, for purposes of opening the said employee's bank account.
It was categorical that thereafter, it had no control over the personal
transactions of the said employee and could not be held liable or
accountable for the said transactions or at all. It therefore argued that
the Respondent was wrong in tabulating the said employee's total
deposits in his personal account and proceeded to charge it onto the
the Appellant and raise both the income tax amount and vat
assessments for those amounts on the basis of information given to the
Respondent by an informant. The Appellant argued that the
Respondent failed to show or produce any link by way of evidence,
between the personal account of the said person together with the
deposits made in his personal account to the sales of the Appellant.

12.

The Appellant submitted that when the Respondent raided its
premises on 26/9/2006, it took away its computers, and with the
computer system was data the Appellant had labeled "Z" report,
which contained details of invoices for the period January, 2006September, 2006. The Respondent in its audit findings held that the
said amounts in "Z" report were held in a secret account representing
hidden income of the Appellant for the period January 2005September 2005. The Appellant submitted that it had submitted to the
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Respondent in its bundle of documents filed on 18/4/2016, pages 8688, a table showing the cheque numbers, the description of the bank
account, the amounts thereof and therefore they did not hold any
secret account as alleged by the Respondent.
13.

The Appellant further argued that there must have been an error in
entering the data in their computer system to explain the reason why
the amounts were for the period January 2005 - September 2005,
instead of January 2006 - September 2006, when the amountswere
subjected to taxation in the months of January 2006 - September
2006. The Appellant went further to state that alternatively, their
computer system was corrupted when the Respondent was retrieving
data from the Appellant's computer system after impounding the
Appellant's books, records and computers on 26/9/2006.

14.

The Appellant argued that in any event, the Respondent has not
suffered any prejudice occasioned by the existence of the said "Z"
report referring to the period January 2005 - September 2005 since
the accounts for January 2005 - September 2005 were the accounts
for a similar period in the year 2006, were banked into the official
bank account known to the Respondent in the year 2006. Moreover
the amounts were subjected to tax in a similar period January 2006 September 2006.

15.

The Appellant prayed that the Respondent be ordered to return the
documents, books and computers it impounded from the Appellant's
premises in the year 2006 on the basis that the Respondent has not
shown cause why it is still holding the said items.

RESPONDENT'S ARGUMENTS
16.

The Respondent argued that on 26/9/2006, it undertook a search on
the Appellant's business premises and seized records and documents
pursuant to Section 31(1) of the VAT Act Cap 476, (repealed). On
analyzing the said records and documents, it established that the
Appellant had under declared its income on the following basis that;
a) It had maintained unofficial series of invoices for the years 20022003 whose undeclared income had not been subjected to income
tax.
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b) The Appellant maintained
January 2005 - September
for
c) The Appellant's employee,
maintained accounts with
wherein he deposited and
the period November 2003

a secret "Z" account for the period
2005 whose sales were not accounted
one Mr. Abdulla Abdul Rahim Omar,
Guardian Bank and Bank of Africa,
withdrew large amounts of money in
- August 2006.

17.

On 12/1/2009 the Respondent issued a notice of demand for VAT and
Income Tax of Ksh.205,097,857/=
and
Ksh.562,986,918/=
respectively and thereafter issued a confirming notice on 21/9/2007.
The parties held several meetings to no avail, whereupon the
Appellant filed his Appeal and other Judicial Review applications in
the High Court as aforesaid.

18.

On the issue of Amnesty, the Respondent argued that on the
10/2/2009, the Appellant forwarded to it documents relating to the
Income tax amnesty declaration with the Amnesty Application,
together with the Income tax returns for the period 2002 - 2003. The
Appellant then proceeded to pay a sum of Ksh.l,589,039/= as the tax
payable upon their own tax computation. This was done after the
Application for Amnesty.

19.

The amnesty Application was however rejected by the Respondent on
the following basis;
a) The Appellant did not meet the requirements laid down in Section
123A of the Income Tax Act, Cap 470 in that the same does not
apply to a tax payer who is under audit or investigation in respect
of undisclosed income or any matter relating to the undisclosed
income.
b) That the Appellant was not issued with a letter confirming the
extent of the voluntary disclosure of the previously undisclosed
income.
c) The fact the Appellant paid the tax of Ksh.l,589,039/= after the
Application for amnesty does not mean that the Respondent
accepted the amnesty.

20.

The Respondent further argued that the Appellant's application for
Amnesty was made on 13/10/2004 while the VAT investigations were
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still ongoing and therefore had not been completed as stated in the
Respondent's letter dated 10/5/2004 and other correspondence
exchanged between the parties in July and August, 2004. The
Respondent stated that the investigations were concluded on
9/12/2004 when the Appellant was asked to provide a payment plan
for the balance of the VAT taxes.
21.

On the issue of the large amounts of deposits made by one, Mr.
Abdulla Abdulrahim Omar, the Respondent argued that they raised
the income tax assessments for the period November, 2003 December 2005 based on the said banking deposits. They contended
that the Appellant gave him a letter to facilitate the opening of the
said bank accounts and further that withdrawals and deposits for the
period November 2003 - August 2006 totaled over Ksh: 500 million,
which could not be his salary. They therefore concluded that the said
sum could only belong to the Appellant who, in a bid to conceal the
income andevade tax, used its employee's account.

22.

On the issue of the "Z" secret account, the Respondent argued that the
assessment for Income Tax and VAT for the period January 2005 September 2005 were based on receipts obtained from the Appellant's
system in a secret Z account that was being maintained by the
Appellant and further that the sales in the said account were
undeclared by the Appellant. The Respondent submitted that there
was material mis-statement of facts by the Appellant's contention that
the sales for January - September, 2005 were deposits in the bank
statement for the same period in the year 2006 and that there was an
error in the said "Z" account. The Respondent stated that the
schedules tabulating the invoices for the year 2006 and the cashbook Z account for the year 2005 do not tally and there was no
explanation as to how the sales for the year 2005 were meant to be
the bank deposits for the same period in the year 2006.

23.

They further stated that there was no evidence by the Appellant to
show that the Respondent tampered with the Appellant's data when it
raided its premises as alleged by the Appellant.

24.

On return of the Appellant's documents, books and computers seized,
the Respondent stated that the issue was deliberated in the High Court
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in Mombasa to wit, Miscellaneous Application number 944 of 2006
whose Ruling was delivered on 2/10/2006. The Respondent stated
that the doctrine of Resjudicata bars the Appellant from canvassing the
same issue before the Tribunal in this Appeal.

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
25.

Having carefully considered the pleadings, submissions of both parties,
the Tribunal is of the view that the issues for its determination
are as
hereunder:i)
Whether the Respondent communicated
its reasons/basis of its
assessment of taxes to the Appellant.
ii)
Whether
the
Respondent's
rejection
of the Appellant's
application for Amnesty ~a.s' 1~~fuJ,.
iii)
Whether
the Respon'8~Hf~s a's:?~~t9~nt of taxes against the
Appellant based on the personal "a'~to:~,nt of its employee was
lawful.
'>':,
iv)

Whether the A¢:9:elt~nt maintained a setret::.rZ" account for the
'<~<;>,~'-'>'-,' ";:? -'
'~<';:,':purposes of tax e,st~,si'Ob::::>,
;';;~'{;:~\:"
."~?,.~,,.;, .<"<~<.>::?:,?:~:,
Whetb,~r, the dotrf,iQe bf':;,Res, judicata is ap:~IJf:~,ble herein in
x",,"\.»
. ,',"
'.'.
' .<~,.
re~~1~JJ;.~f the returfr:pf the 'A8'p'~lJant' s documerits, books and
sg~Rulers.
"
"
<.

'\~«<'''''*<'''''<"

v)

~y~,"".

i)

26.

27.

'.'".~.",.'<'

Whether the Respondent communicated
assessment of taxes to the Appellant.

its reasons/basis

of its

The Tribunal not~'rt~pJ, the Respondent, upon analyzing the records
carried away from th~:;~R.pellant's pre'mises on 26/9/2006, established
that there was undisclo~:~~fkncome and proceeded to issue a notice of
demand for VAT and Income Tax on 12/1/2007. The Respondent
further attached the VAT arid Income Tax computation
schedules
showing the undisclosed income and the resultant tax thereon. The
Respondent further invited the Appellant for a meeting to discuss any
issues arising therefrom
and there is correspondence
exchanged
between the parties to support the same.
',"'.~",,','.~,'.

,'.:,:

'''''''~\

On 18/1/2007, the Appellant objected to the Income Tax and VAT
amnesty notices by the Respondent without heeding the Respondent's
request for a meeting. Again on 9/5/2007 the Respondent
issued
assessments and attached VAT tax schedules for the period November
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2003 - August 2006. On 16/5/2007, the Appellant responded stating
that the soft copy information received from the Respondent did not
show how it compiled the same. This prompted the Respondent to
issue a confirming notice on 21/9/2007. On 30/10/2007,
the
Appellant filed this Appeal and later two other Applications in the
High Court for Judicial Review. The Respondent further stated that
even after the ruling of the High Court, it engaged the Appellant's tax
agents i.e. Kimani& Associates and Galaxy Fiscal Solutions Ltd inseveral
meetings with a view of reaching a settlement in vain. It is therefore
the finding of the Tribunal that the chronology of events herein clearly
indicate that indeed there was engagement between the parties herein
and further that the Respondent indicated their basis of assessments of
taxes to the Appellant before confirmation of the same. This settles
issue number i, above.
ii). Whether the Respondent's rejection of the Appellant's application
for Amnesty was lawful.
28.

The Tribunal notes that the relevant Section of the Income Tax Act is
Section 123A which provides as follows;
"Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Act, the Commissioner
shall refrain from assessing or recovering penalties and interest in
respect of any year of income ending on or before the 31st December,
200 wherea) The tax is paid; and
b) The returns, or amended returns, containing a full disclosure of
the previously undisclosed income, are submitted,
on or before the 31st December, 2004".
Provided that this Section shall not apply in respect of any tax if the
person who should have paid the taxi) Has been assessed in respect of the tax or any matter relating to
the taxi; or
ii) Is under audit or investigation in respect of the undisclosed
income or any matter relating to the undisclosed income".
It is worth noting that under this Section there are terms or
conditions imposed on the Commissioner's exercise of discretion
once satisfied that the returns prescribed thereon exist. The
Application for Amnesty was made on 13/10/2004, while the
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VAT investigations were ongoing, which investigation was
completed on 9/12/2004. Moreover it is noted that the
additional invoice assessed for corporation tax for the years
2002-2003, which had been revealed in the earlier VAT
investigation, had not been voluntarily declared by the
Appellant in the Amnesty as the investigations had commenced
before the amnesty application and the undisclosed income had
been clearly established by the Respondent.
29.

The Tribunal notes that the plain and obvious reading of the
provisions of the said statute i.e. Section 123A of the Income Tax Act
shows that it was incumbent on the Appellant to comply with the
conditions which were set out in order to take advantage of the
Amnesty declared therein. The statute is expressly clear that amnesty
does not apply to any tax of a person who is under audit or
undisclosed income or any other matter relating to undisclosed
income such as the Appellant herein. It is the finding of the Tribunal
that the Appellant failed to meet the conditions of the provisions of
the said statute. The Tribunal agrees with the Respondent's submission
on this issue. It is also supported by the dictum in Republic -vs.- Kenya
Revenue Authority Ex-parte, Sanjay Shah & 3 others 2012 EKLR,
where the court made a finding as follows:"Failure to meet the terms of the amnesty entitled the Respondent to
exercise its statutory power to collect, assess determine and collect
taxes in accordance with the Act. Furthermore, the failure to comply
with terms of the Direction was an implicit admission that there was
indeed undeclared tax due from the applicants for the previous years
which the respondent was entitled to collect".

30.

The Tribunal notes that persons who wished to take up amnesty were
to be issued with a letter confirming the extent of the voluntary
disclosure and such disclosure was not to be subjected to audit or
investigation. Therefore no queries were to be raised on voluntary
disclosure income and a letter confirming a grant of such amnesty was
to be issued. The Tribunal notes that the Respondent did not issue
such a letter to the Appellant, confirming the extent of such disclosure.
However, the Appellant did not meet conditions as stipulated under
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the statute and therefore the Respondents rejection of the Appellant's
application during the period of audit and investigation was lawful.
iii)Whether the Respondent's assessment of taxes against the
Appellant based on the personal account of its employee was
lawful.
31. The Income Tax assessment for the years November 2003 to December
2005 was based on the deposits and withdrawals of the Appellant's
employee, one Mr. Abdulla Abdulrahim Omar. Likewise the VAT
assessments for the period November 2003 to August 2006 were
based on the same bankings. The only basis for the said amount as
contended by the Respondent was that the said person was an
employee of the Appellant and the latter had issued an introduction
letter to the bank to assist him open an account wherefrom he
proceeded to make large bank deposits and withdrawals between the
period November 2003 to October 2004, which according to the
Respondent could not be his salary. The Respondent then concluded
that the said sums were for the Appellant whose intention was to
conceal its incometo evade tax. The Tribunal notes that if indeed the
Respondent established that the said person's banking's were unusual,
they had every reason to do so and in the same manner had the
means and mandate to investigate and assess taxes against the said
person directly. The Respondent has failed to discharge its duty to
prove and or show by way of evidence that the banking's from the
said person were indeed for the Appellant or from the Appellant's
customers. It failed to proof any nexus between the Appellant and the
said Mr. Abdulla Abdulrahim Omar.
32.

In the circumstances, the Tribunal makes a finding that any assessments
for taxes levied against the Appellant on the basis of the bankings of
Mr. Abdulla Abdulrahim Omar are unlawful. The Tribunal takes
judicial notice of the fact that it is a normal practice in many
organizations, for an employer to issue upon request, a letter of
introduction to an employee for the sole purpose of opening a
personal accountin any financial institution of their choice. Once such
an account is opened, their operation isthe sole responsibility of the
account holder and not the employer.
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iv) Whether the Appellant maintained a secret "Z" account for the
purposesof tax evasion.

33.

Income tax and vat assessments for the period January 2005 to
September 2005 were based on the undisclosed income established in
a secret "Z" account. The Respondent based the said assessments on
the receipts account in the Appellant's computer system, indicating
that the Appellant maintained a secret "Z" account and therefore the
Appellant's sales for this period were not accounted
for. Having
considered
the arguments
and SLJ~'~:ts,sions of both parties, the
Tribunal makes a finding that t::~~::r<~Sondent did not adduce any
evidence to proof the existence
"Z" secret account held by the
Appellant.The Tribunal finds";:;t~,,,~ ,;",':;:l,Q "Z" report giving rise to the
said "Z" account was indeed;~~~~teati6R:;:i~t;~theRespondent which they
allege was arrived at from the data<;<:tHat was taken from the
Appellant's records after raiding and carryitlg,Ciway the Appellant's
books, documents and '2Cjn:lputers.><H»
,
<"

'

. ',,,

»'~' ','

"

<

34.

,

'",',

<;:~~';::'$;~;;,;';><
' :;:1;;::~~;::;;~
The Responclent did
' rod}:~;t"ffie;:$,qctual
existence<;::G,t~~J:be
said secret
,,~$.,~~,~
,';*"$~~j~:!~:::~~~:~
"
'l"::;~f;~$'~~·
account. ] :'''''::1W'ribunal
nc ""'*,*'<\""'::S::
"that tn'e~~Re"..
ondent woLiteJ~t least have
"
produce
"Appellant's ~:clk
staten:1~Th'.>ltlking
the Appellant to the
~-";'"
'<;5~':;:~'
,,,,>~~%~~::;~~;:>,
":<~~~~~~;-»,
"""'¢>"'N()"V,unt
of Mr. Ab~t~WCl&~'~,fulrahTm~~~;~,?r
which they failed
to~~»))rn lA~:z:*'\~umstances tfl~l~~r~~~Bhalfindsl~~t the mere fact that
anemployer,,<j~i?:!~s a letter df:%.t£ltroduction to its employee
for
thebpurpose
o'f;Z~~~y\linga bank~~~~£,<?untis no proof that there is a
nexuss between tli~~~~~:, for purpO~t~:;;of assessment of taxes against
the employer based ol1~;~~~~g.employee';s·bankaccount. The Respondent
has not unequivocally t~:~~'~red evidence to prove that the Appellant
operated a secret "Z" accouriifor purposes of tax evasion for the said
period.
»;»

v) Whether the doctrine of Res judicata is applicable herein in
respect of the return of the Appellant's documents, books
and computers.
35.

The Tribunal notes that the High Court had conclusively dealt with the
issue and it will not delve into it as the Tribunal will not belabor on
the same. The Appellant is advised to seek any legal redress it deems
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fit. Therefore the Tribunal agrees with the Respondent that the issue is
res judicata.
36.

The upshot of the above is that the tribunal makes the following
orders;
a) The tax assessments during the amnesty period. i.e. for the period
2002 to 2003 are payable.
b) The tax assessments based on the personal account of one Mr.
Abdulla Abdulrahim Omar are not payable i.e. for the period
November to December 2005.
c) The tax assessments based on the "Z" report are not payable i.e. for
the period January 2005 to September 2005.

37.

The Tribunal orders that since the Appeal has partially succeeded each
party shall bear it's costs.

THESE ARE THE ORDERS OF THIS HONOURABLE TRIBUNAL
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DATED and DELIVERED at NAIROBI this 9th Day of December,

2016

In the presence ofrGAULKE OBBAYI
REBECCA MAKUNGA ADVOCATES &
PHILIP ODENY for the Appellant

FRIDAH MWONGERA &
PETER MWANGI for the Respondent
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JOSEPHINE K, MAANGI
CH,AlRPER5b,N
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1
........................ /.. .. ....
JOSEPH WACHIUR
MEMBER
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